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Introduction
The military modernization program being undertaken by the People’s Republic of
China (PRC) is changing the security environment in the Asia-Pacific. Driven by a
strategy to achieve the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) leadership’s goals through the
exploitation of advantageous conditions, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is
investing in capabilities that are aimed at eroding the conventional military superiority
of the United States and its allies in the region. Should the PLA’s modernization
campaign succeed the likelihood of conflict and regional instability can be expected to
increase as China’s authoritarian leadership is empowered with greater coercive
leverage over its neighbors.
The PLA’s military build-up, while comprehensive in nature, is principally anchored on
a projectile-centric strategy that seeks to exploit theater geography, financial
asymmetries, and gaps in international law to China’s favor. This strategy relies upon
the land-based deployment of large numbers of nuclear capable delivery vehicles
(ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, and unmanned aerial vehicles) for long-range
precision strike missions. While this approach risks regional instability and
international approbation, China’s inability to produce aircraft and ship platforms with
effective power projection capabilities leaves the PLA with no incentive to alter the
nature of its strategy. Further compounding the problem, the Chinese definition of
victory–which is to keep the United States from intervening in “its” conflicts and, failing
that, to assure the U.S. cannot gain air superiority and effectively project power into the
region–means that the factors encouraging the PLA to continue its force modernization
program are highly durable.
This study will explore China’s strategic goals and describe the military measures that
the PLA is implementing to achieve these goals. It will argue that theater geography,
financial asymmetries, and gaps in international law encourage the PLA to engage in a
projectile-centric strategy that is destabilizing in nature, yet unlikely to change because
it is the most effective means available for assuring that the Chinese threshold for
victory could conceivably be reached in a conflict. This study will then examine the
response options of American and allied forces, and explore the looming implications
for regional security. It will conclude with recommendations for American, Japanese,
and Taiwanese policymakers and defense planners.
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Drivers of China’s Military Strategy
For the purposes of this paper, strategy will be defined as an executive plan for
achieving specific goals under conditions of uncertainty through the utilization of
limited resources over time. This definition emphasizes the fundamental importance of
goals as the drivers of strategy. Therefore, it is important to understand what China’s
most important goals are, and to do that we must know what executive authority defines
its goals. Indeed, if we fail to first establish these two basic points, the “who” and the
“what” of Chinese military strategy, our understanding is likely to be flawed.
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is the executive authority that defines China’s
strategy. It rules the PRC under a one party authoritarian model that centers on the
requirement for political control over every facet of national life, especially national
defense. Unlike in other countries where there are distinct and carefully guarded
barriers between civilian political power and the uniformed military, in China the CCP
and the PLA are deeply intertwined. The PLA serves not as a professional national
military, but rather as an armed wing of the CCP. All career officers in the PLA are
members of the CCP and all units at the company level and above have political officers
assigned to enforce party control. 1 Likewise, all important decisions in the PLA are
made by communist party committees that are dominated by political officers. 2 This
system assures that the interests of the party’s civilian and military leaders are merged,
and for this reason new Chinese soldiers entering into the PLA swear their allegiance to
the CCP, not to the PRC constitution or the people of China. It is therefore essential to
view Chinese military strategy through the conceptual lens of CCP goals.
Naturally, the principle goal driving the CCP is to assure its continued monopoly on
political power in China. For this reason, protecting the political legitimacy of the
unelected CCP (a challenging endeavor at the best of times) takes a special place in
Chinese military strategy. And because the CCP bases its legitimacy on upholding
disputed territorial sovereignty claims, the most important goal driving PLA strategy in
the Asia-Pacific is to defend against the possibility that China might lose on these “core
ideological
interests.” 3 In an effort to retain legitimacy amid its increasing
contradictions, the CCP and the PLA further promote a racial-civilizational conception
of China as a nation state that further enhances the perceived indivisibility of claimed
national territories, whatever their nature or actual susceptibility to direct PRC control. 4
There are two major external threats to the CCP’s “core interests” that the PLA must be
prepared to defend against. A Taiwan contingency is the primary threat, and a Japan
contingency is the secondary threat. Taiwan is a threat because its government, under
its Republic of China (ROC) constitution, does not recognize the legitimacy of the CCP,
and rejects Beijing’s sovereignty claims to Taiwan’s territory. 5 Compounding the
problem it represents to the CCP, Taiwan has demonstrated that an ethnically Chinese,
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one-party Leninist state can successfully transition to a multi-party democracy while
maintaining social stability and high rates of economic growth. 6 Taiwan’s model of
governance is therefore anathema to the CCP’s narrative, which holds that ethnically
Chinese people can only be ruled by an authoritarian system. As a result, the PLA views
Taiwan as an entity that must be subjugated or “re-unified” by coercion or even war if
necessary. For this reason, the PLA continues to focus on a conflict with Taiwan as the
principle driver of its defense planning. 7
Japan represents a more indirect, but still serious, threat to the CCP’s legitimacy. Unlike
the case with Taiwan, the Japanese government does not present the CCP with a direct
challenge to its narrowly defined “core interests” because it does not dispute the
sovereignty of the CCP government in Beijing. 8 However, Japan offers a useful foil for
the CCP’s manipulation of domestic nationalism, and both Japan and China are deeply
distrustful of the others intentions due to a long list of historical grievances. More
recently, Tokyo and Beijing have seen a sharp downturn in their relationship due to a
territorial dispute in the East China Sea that Chinese leaders claim “involves” China’s
core interests. 9
The U.S. alliance with Japan is also key factor in understanding Beijing’s strategic
animus toward Tokyo. China’s civilian and military leaders are keenly aware that the
security treaty that binds the U.S.-Japan alliance explicitly allows American forces to
use bases on Japan for responding to regional contingencies, including Chinese
aggression against Taiwan. 10 Moreover, the Japanese Self Defense Force (JSDF) intends
to assist the U.S. military in any cross-strait conflagration. 11 The U.S. military presence
on Japan therefore represents a serious barrier to the CCP’s efforts to gain leverage over
the government of Taiwan. As such, even in the absence of territorial disputes in the
East China Sea, the PLA would likely focus on challenging the credibility of the U.S.Japan alliance as a means of achieving its strategic goals related to Taiwan. 12
There are also many other secondary and tertiary level goals the PLA is responsible for
achieving in support of its strategy to secure the CCP’s political legitimacy on territorial
issues. Perhaps the most notable of these is the safeguarding (or capturing) of “Chinese”
territory in the South China Sea 13 that is also claimed by Brunei, Malaysia, the
Philippines, Taiwan, and Vietnam. 14 Another goal is to maintain the capacity to
intervene in a war or instability on the Korean Peninsula to assure that the outcome of
any such events would be strategically favorable (or at least acceptable) to Beijing. 15
However, assuming that the CCP’s executive plan for achieving specific goals under
conditions of uncertainty is limited by finite resources, as by definition it must be,
gaining coercive leverage over Taiwan and Japan will likely remain the PLA’s only two
top-tier priorities. Other issues will generally not rank high for the PLA in terms of
defense planning because they represent indirect political threats to the CCP.
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Having briefly described the primary goals that are driving China’s military strategy in
the Asia-Pacific, we now turn to the nature of the capabilities and capacities that the
PLA is developing and deploying in its attempt to seek their realization.

The PLA’s Projectile-Centric Strategy
The PLA’s modernization program, while allowing for comprehensive improvements
across the force, is concentrated on developing and deploying guided missiles and other
unmanned projectiles for power projection missions. In the context of PLA strategy, a
projectile is any single-use ordinance delivery weapon, such as a ballistic missile, cruise
missile or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) that is launched into the atmosphere. Chinese
projectiles stand in contrast with aircraft and ship platforms – which are generally
manned by onboard human pilots and designed for delivering effects and then returning
safely to base to rearm for the next mission – because they are designed not to survive
contact with the enemy. And while UAVs occupy a definitional grey-zone because they
can be employed as a platform, Chinese military-technical writings suggest that the PLA
is strongly focused on “suicide” or “kamikaze” type UAVs that are not expected to
survive combat missions. 16 Therefore, it is reasonable to characterize most Chinese
UAVs as projectiles, not platforms, even though they can be operated in either fashion. 17
The PLA has been investing considerable resources into its reconnaissance
infrastructure to achieve the ability to find, track and target its adversaries at stand-off
ranges with projectiles. 18 This evolving “reconnaissance-strike complex” is based on
using conventionally armed projectiles as weapons capable of achieving strategic effects
previously only available to China through the use of nuclear weapons. 19 The PLA’s
ability to use these nuclear capable, but conventionally armed, delivery vehicles for
strategic missions has been enabled by advancements in positioning, guidance and
sensor technologies that allow for great precision against land and sea surface targets,
potentially even including mobile aircraft carriers. 20 Nonetheless, China’s military
strategy represents an aberration from how nations have typically sought to project
power.
Traditionally, modern armed forces, such as the U.S. military, have based their power
projection strategies on platforms instead on projectiles because platforms are more
versatile. For example, a typical fighter aircraft might be outfitted to escort bombers,
patrol air space, deliver ordinance (missiles or bombs) against surface targets, engage in
air-to-air combat, conduct intelligence gathering, and/or suppress enemy radars with
electronic warfare suites. Meanwhile, a projectile such as a ballistic missile is only
capable of delivering ordinance. And while a single fighter aircraft might typically
deliver many tons of ordinance over its lifetime (and conduct a wide range of other
missions along the way), a ballistic missile is only able to deliver one relatively small
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payload before its “retirement.” However, as we will see there are a number of
compelling reasons for China’s projectile-centric strategy. 21
Platform Inferiority
Perhaps the most important reason that the PLA has chosen a projectile-centric strategy
that resolves around ballistic missiles, cruise missiles and UAVs is because it has few
other viable options for matching and countering the power projection capabilities of
the United States and its allies. The Chinese defense industry has long struggled to
produce competitive aircraft and ship platforms. And while recent years have seen
China advertise some well publicized improvements, with China testing two different
stealth fighters and a refurbished aircraft carrier, the PLA still lags far behind the U.S.
and its allies in platform development because its state-run defense industrial sector has
not mastered the art of innovation. 22 Likewise, the PLA’s status as a party army
discourages the cultivation of a highly professional cadre of pilots and naval operators. 23
China’s defense industry does increasingly produce tactically sufficient weapons
systems, and the PLA’s Air Force and Navy do produce some excellent pilots and surface
warfare operators. However, the imperative of continual, career-long political
indoctrination eats away at the valuable time of engineers and operators. The command
by party-committee consensus model in place across the defense industry and PLA also
strongly discourages innovation by bureaucratically enforcing risk adverse behavior.
This stifles opportunities for technological break-through and diminishes the likelihood
that training will be intense and realistic. And while the PLA General Staff Department
(GSD) has begun instituting military training and doctrine reform, 24 the PLA’s air force
and navy will arguably remain condemned to “second best” after the U.S. and its
regional allies for the foreseeable future due to the political imperatives inherent in a
Leninist authoritarian system. 25
Recognizing that its air force and navy cannot compete directly with superior U.S. forces
to gain air superiority and sea control, the PLA has turned to areas where it has
asymmetric advantages. The most notable “pockets of excellence” in the PLA, the
Second Artillery Force and elements of the GSD, tend to have capitalized upon China’s
successful space and missile industries. 26 Unlike the case with aircraft and ship building,
where results have been uneven at best, China has had remarkable success in producing
missiles propelled by rocket motors and small turbofan engines. 27 The PLA has been
able to harness this expertise to produce the world’s largest inventory of theater missile
systems. 28 The result has been for the PLA to present the U.S. and its allies with a
growing threat to their air bases and surface fleets. 29 This trend is effectively
undercutting the American and allied militaries’ asymmetrical advantages in air and
naval power, and challenging traditional concepts of military superiority. 30
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Advantageous Conditions 31
The second reason the PLA has chosen a projectile-centric strategy is because it
recognizes that such a strategy is able to best exploit at least three conditions in the
Asia-Pacific region that are more favorable to Chinese projectiles than American
platforms. These include conditions related to theater geography, financial asymmetries,
and gaps in international law. When taken together, they represent a significant driver
of PLA strategy and a powerful portfolio of asymmetrical advantages.
Condition One: Theater geography. The Asia-Pacific is defined by a vast maritime
expanse unlike that found anywhere else on earth. Military operations in this
environment require the delivery of rapid effects over great distances. Such effects can
only be delivered through the exploitation of aerospace power. 32 As a maritime power,
the United States is poised to deliver its power projection effects from a small number of
forward deployed air bases and aircraft carrier groups. 33 However, the land territory
available to the U.S. both for projecting power and dispersing its assets defensively in
the Western Pacific is limited, 34 and the advent of China’s long-range anti-ship missiles
makes carrier groups vulnerable at the outset of combat operations. 35 In the event of a
war, the U.S. would have little in terms of strategic depth and be forced to bring in
reinforcements located far away from the battle space, thereby creating a long,
vulnerable logistical “tail.” In contrast, China, as a continental power, is poised to
deliver its power projection effects from a large number of dispersed, land-based missile
launch sites. In any conflict, it would enjoy abundant strategic depth, and operate close
to the battle space, with less vulnerable internal lines of logistics.
Recognizing the geographic advantage it would have over the U.S. military in any
Taiwan or Japan scenario, the PLA has prioritized the development of long-range
missiles and UAVs in order to be able to strike American ships and air bases before they
would be able to project power into the theater. To achieve this goal, the PLA has
deployed a large number of land-based, road-mobile missile and UAV launch vehicles.
In concert with its launch vehicles, the PLA has also deployed truck-mounted radars,
communications vehicles, and command and control trailers that would be highly
survivable in a conflict. China has also constructed the world’s largest network of
integrated air defense systems (IADS) and advanced underground facilities (UGF). In
any conflict, the PLA’s launch units would have the luxury of operating under the
umbrella provided by IADS units, and from the shelter of vast tunnel and bunker
complexes. 36 These capabilities are intended to allow the PLA’s launch units to safely
fire, relocate, reload and fire again while maintaining communications links with theater
command centers that would choreograph operations from redundant, deeply-buried
facilities.
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This exploitation of favorable geography is intended to undermine the U.S. ability to
gain regional air superiority and optimize the use of its combat platforms in the Western
Pacific. While otherwise superior, American fighter planes are slower and shorterranged than Chinese missiles. And because air force and naval aviation sortie rates are
drastically reduced when operating at long distances from the battle space, it would give
the PLA a tremendous advantage to force the U.S. to operate from rear area locations.
Further compounding the problem, the U.S. military has a poor track record when it
comes to being able to effectively locate and engage mobile launchers, even when it is
operating in non-threatening air environments and has access to the full range of its
intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) assets. 37 In any conflict with China,
the U.S. could expect to lose many of its most essential ISR assets at the onset of
hostilities, and have difficulty operating many of its remaining capabilities. 38
Condition Two: Financial asymmetries. The PLA’s projectile-centric strategy is
also driven by a number of financial advantages it has over the U.S. and allied militaries.
These advantages include the PLA’s ability to procure significantly cheaper weapons
systems, its low manpower costs, and its high rates of defense budget growth. In many
ways these financial advantages reflect asymmetries in China’s broader economic
relationships with the U.S. and its allies. However, they represent a particularly acute
problem in the military realm because the stakes are so high, both in terms of external
strategic stability and in domestic budget battles.
One of the most expensive segments of any nation’s defense portfolio is procurement. It
is therefore of no little importance that the PLA is able to acquire goods and services at a
far lower cost than other militaries. The largest and most obvious element of defense
procurement is weapons. Modern weapons systems are extremely complex and require
extensive design, R&D, production, and maintenance costs. The PLA’s strategy has been
to invest in projectiles and other weapons that are cheaper to acquire and maintain than
comparable platforms in the U.S. and allied countries. This strategy benefits from at
least six factors:
1) The Chinese defense industrial community is able to compensate its employees
with a small fraction of what workers with similar skill sets would earn in the
West. Further helping to keep costs down, Chinese defense conglomerates
generally do not face the possibility of their workers suing them for abusive
management practices or unsafe working conditions. 39
2) The Chinese intelligence community has been remarkably successful in its
efforts to steal classified foreign technology in support of advanced weapons
development. 40 This has possibly saved the PLA as much as several tens of
billions of dollars over the last decade. 41
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3) China’s weapons designers enjoy nearly unfettered access to the U.S. academic
community, non-classified U.S. military and industrial technical writings, and
other “open source” resources that allow them to essentially free ride on
American investments in dual-use technology. 42
4) China’s state-owned defense industries are not driven by the need to make a
profit, nor are they accountable to legislative oversight, labor unions, the media
or any other form of public scrutiny. This allows them to operate without many of
the constraints faced by other defense industries. 43
5) China’s state-owned defense industries are able to leverage vast amounts of
state financing and other national resources unavailable to other defense
industries. 44
6) China’s defense conglomerates are able to profitably export weapons systems
to a number of countries, such as Iran and North Korea, despite United Nations
sanctions which ban exporting such systems to these pariah states. 45
Further exacerbating the financial asymmetries that the PLA has been able to exploit,
China’s military strategy relies on the use of large numbers of projectiles that cost a
mere fraction of the highly expensive weapons platforms and missile interceptors
required to defend against them. 46 Unmanned projectiles also have the added advantage
of not requiring large investments in pilot training. There is also no need to build
expensive onboard life support systems in a missile or drone, and there is no chance that
a pilot could be killed–something that might compel the PLA to provide their
dependents with compensation and long-term support. 47 These and a number of other
factors beyond the scope of this study (including generally lower quality of life
expectations in China) provide the PLA with immense savings in manpower costs.
Finally, the PLA enjoys a financial advantage over the U.S. and allied militaries simply
because its budget is increasing. 48 While the U.S. military is suffering from drastic
budgetary cuts, and the military budgets of Japan, Taiwan, and other regional
democracies are more or less stagnant, the PLA has seen its budget increase rapidly over
the past two decades. And unlike the situation in Washington, Tokyo and Taipei, where
military spending is fiercely debated and closely scrutinized by national legislatures and
the media, there are no mechanisms in place to check Beijing’s authorization of year-onyear defense budget increases that exceed national GDP growth. Over the past decade
this has allowed the PLA to consume an increasingly large portion of the national
budget, even as Chinese society has evinced an ever greater need for increased spending
on social programs. This phenomenon would suggest that the PLA’s budget could
continue to increase in the coming years at rates that are not reflective of slowing
national GDP growth. 49
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Condition Three: Gaps in international law. The PLA’s projectile-centric
strategy has also stemmed from recognition that gaps exist in international law that can
be exploited to China’s favor. China’s is not constrained by many of the international
legal norms and treaties that limit the U.S. and its allies, and in some cases Beijing has
sought to exploit this advantageous condition to limit its adversaries’ freedom of action.
Perhaps the most notable gap in international law that the PLA has exploited to its
advantage is China’s exclusion from the Intermediate Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty. 50
The INF Treaty bans all land-based nuclear capable delivery vehicles with ranges from
500-5,500 kilometers. It also bans launch vehicles and other supporting infrastructures.
In December 1987, the INF treaty signatories, the United States and the former Soviet
Union, agreed to dismantle all of their applicable ballistic and cruise missiles and adhere
to intrusive verification procedures. Over the two and a half decades that have followed,
the U.S. has also successfully sought to keep its allies from developing INF missiles. 51
Likewise, Russia and three other former Soviet republics (out of the 12 treaty successor
nations) have been active participants in implementing the treaty. 52
Meanwhile, the PLA has exploited China’s exclusion from the INF treaty framework to
develop and deploy the world’s largest inventory of land-based nuclear capable delivery
vehicles with strike ranges from 500 to 5,500 kilometers. This development has
considerably improved the PLA’s strategic and tactical posture in the Asia-Pacific region
against Taiwan, Japan, the United States and other potential Chinese adversaries. For
reasons related to the elements of theater geography and financial asymmetries touched
upon above, these nuclear capable delivery systems have proven to be the optimal
solution to the PLA’s deficiencies in air and naval platforms. Further adding to China’s
advantage, its neighbors have generally been restricted from responding to the PLA’s
projectile-centric strategy by developing and deploying their own missile systems for
retaliatory strikes. 53 This has contributed to further tilting regional security dynamics in
China’s favor.
This international legal dynamic, whereby China acts as an unconstrained actor while its
adversaries submit to self-limiting international “norms” of good behavior, can also be
found in areas related to the military application of the global commons of outer space,
cyberspace, international airspace and international waters. 54 It can also be found in
China’s exploitation of international legal frameworks regarding cluster munitions and
anti-personnel mining. 55 However, it is China’s exclusion from the INF treaty that has
had the most profound impact on the PLA’s military strategy in the Asia-Pacific. And,
for reasons that will be discussed, it is this gap in international law that is likely to have
the most troubling effect on regional security in the years ahead.
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Threshold for Victory
Underpinning China’s military strategy in the Asia-Pacific is its definition of what would
constitute victory. As previously discussed, the principal goal driving the PLA’s strategy
is to maintain the CCP’s monopoly on political power. This requires the upholding of the
CCP’s disputed legitimacy and territorial sovereignty claims vis-à-vis Taiwan. It also
includes the possibility of a conflict with Japan in the East China Sea. The CCP’s
strategic objectives are therefore limited to attaining primacy in its immediate regional
sphere of action. CCP goals do not include, for example, any stated desire to become a
global superpower. They also do not require that the PLA maintain a presence far from
Chinese controlled territory. Rather, the political drivers of the CCP’s strategic
objectives demand that the PLA be able to disrupt operations in specific areas beyond
China’s coasts without having to concurrently operate in those same areas. 56
In light of this, the PLA’s strategy to use projectiles is well suited to the political mission
assigned to it. Missiles and other unmanned strike weapons have powerful disruptive
effects, both physically and psychological. The latter is important because the definition
of victory for China does not necessarily require that Taiwan and Japan are physically
dominated and the U.S. military is physically kept out of the Western Pacific. Ideally,
victory for the PLA would be keeping the U.S. from upholding its legal obligations to
defend Taiwan and Japan, either through a gradual weakening of these bilateral
relationships or by a sudden collapse of national will (for example, a White House
decision to reinterpret or ignore the Taiwan Relations Act). The psychological pressure
induced by the threat of the PLA’s growing offensive missile force is intended to aid the
CCP in achieving such effects through coercion. 57
Should efforts at intimidation prior to or during a crisis fail, the PLA would define
victory as keeping Washington from being able to effectively intervene in a Taiwan or
Japan scenario. It would do this by seeking to assure that the American military could
not gain air superiority and effectively project power into the region. And, because the
ultimate aim of the CCP’s strategy in most foreseeable situations would be to change the
decision-making calculus of the President of Taiwan or the Prime Minister of Japan, it
could be sufficient to make them think the U.S. was unable or unwilling to support them
during a crisis, thereby gaining psychological leverage over them. For this reason, the
PLA’s ability to credibly threaten the U.S. with potential military defeat or at least
stalemate in the Western Pacific is critical to its success. Unless China’s neighbors
believe that the PLA has the wherewithal to present the U.S. the possibility of defeat,
they are unlikely to feel pressured to grant Beijing whatever political concessions it is
seeking. Tactical credibility aside, Chinese strategists are also well aware that the mere
presence of destructive projectiles within range of an adversary can be a powerful force
for affecting mindsets. This is arguably more important to the PLA than the value of
missiles and UAVs as effectors of the physical realm of battle, and it helps explain why
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projectiles and not platforms have been chosen as China’s primary means of projecting
power.

Chinese Strategy and Regional Instability58
China’s projectile-centric strategy upsets regional stability in the Asia-Pacific for a
number of reasons. Land-based missiles and UAVs are destabilizing by their very nature
because they are first strike weapons with little defensive utility. Their value comes from
their ability to be launched offensively from dispersed, interior sites in highly
coordinated raids. Unlike manned air and naval platforms, which are more challenging
to coordinate without electronic “leakage,” ground based missiles in China are enabled
by a redundant network of buried fiber optic communication cables which, aside from
being difficult to jam, allow for tight emissions control. However, tight emissions control
on one side will inherently keep the other side concerned that they could have limited
early warning of an impending attack. This situation encourages forces to maintain high
alert levels during crisis situations and to prepare for rapid escalation in the event of a
surprise attack.
Escalation control is a problem made orders of magnitude more difficult by PLA
missiles. This is the case because missiles are most effective when launched in a quick
“shoot and scoot” mode that allows for rapid effects through well-timed raids. Such
effects are unequaled by aircraft and naval vessels, which take considerably longer to
reload and reengage enemy targets after first contact. For example, in the time a
notional B-2 bomber could conduct a single sortie from Andersen Air Force Base on
Guam, a Second Artillery Force launch unit could conduct multiple missile raids against
forward deployed U.S. forces. The disparity in speed is even starker when B-2 bombers
are operating from Diego Garcia or their home base in Missouri. The disparity in speed
is greater still in the case of submarines and surface ships because they require extended
transit times to safe port facilities for reloading. Whereas American aircraft and ships
measure their inter-sortie lulls in the days and weeks, China’s missile units can deliver
attacks with lulls measured in minutes or hours. This has the effect of speeding up the
pace of battle and limiting space for rational decision-making, let alone diplomatic
negotiations.
China’s projectile-centric strategy therefore risks miscalculation and rapid escalation. It
also risks giving the aggressor a false sense of security, in that the PLA may convince
itself that by taking the initiative at the outset of armed conflict through carefully timed
raids it could control the flow and tempo of follow-on operations. Adding to the
temptation to attack first, the PLA’s relatively cheap and expendable missiles and UAVs
could allow the Chinese to achieve strategic effects that until recently were only
achievable through the use of nuclear weapons. For example, during the Cold War, both
NATO and Warsaw Pact forces tasked nuclear missile units with the mission of
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destroying the other’s key air bases. The PLA plans to achieve the same effect with a
relatively small number of ballistic missiles armed with conventional runway
penetrating sub munitions. 59
The impact of the PLA being able to deliver rapid, strategic-level effects at the outset of a
conflict could bring the bar down for initiating first strikes, without addressing the
escalation dangers inherent in such a move. China’s growing range of projectiles do
make it easier for the PLA’s defense planners to imagine a successful first strike against
U.S. and allied air forces and naval groups operating in the Western Pacific; and the
PLA’s combination of mobile launchers, IADS, and UGFs add credibility to the notion
that strike units could then survive and continue to launch rapid follow-on missile raids
until the political goals of the campaign were reached. However, while success is
perhaps conceivable at the tactical level, the PLA would not be able to factor out the U.S.
and allied capacities for inflicting massive retaliatory punishment, albeit after a slower
pace, from even its most optimistic plans.
China’s projectile-centric strategy is also destabilizing because it focuses on
undermining the U.S. commitment to its allies in order to gain political leverage over
them. It fails to take into account the second order effects of such a campaign. Should
the PLA military strategy show signs of success over the coming years and result in a
gradual weakening of U.S. resolve, it is highly probable that Taiwan and Japan would
respond not by surrendering on sovereignty issues as Beijing expects, but rather by
developing and deploying their own land-based strike systems to defend themselves. 60
Indeed, there are already strong indications that Taiwan and Japan are seeking to allay
their respective perceptions of a deteriorating security situation in the region by
developing their own ballistic and cruise missile systems for deterring China. 61 This
emerging arms race in nuclear capable delivery systems could weaken regional stability.
Nor is it likely that this situation will ultimately support the PLA’s realization of its
strategic goals. Though Chinese strategist may sometimes be loath to admit it, the U.S.
preponderance in the Asia-Pacific has tended to have a moderating effect on regional
dynamics. If American influence wanes and Taiwan and Japan are forced to develop
more independent and “self-strengthened” approaches toward their own security, the
PLA could find itself ill-equipped to handle these new challenges, especially as China
appears to have little prospect of fully correcting its own looming deficiencies in missile
defense. 62 Likewise, Chinese diplomats, accustomed to appealing to Washington to
“rein-in” its allies, are likely to find themselves with fewer options and less influence in
Taipei or Tokyo, especially when sensitive sovereignty issues are on the line.
Nonetheless, the durability of factors involved in the PLA’s projectile-centric strategy
will make it exceedingly difficult to alter the course that China has set without some
drastic political and military changes in the way the U.S. and its allies posture
themselves.
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U.S. and Allied Countermoves
The U.S. military commonly refers to China’s projectile-centric strategy for projecting
power as an “anti-access/area denial” (A2/AD) threat. To counter this emerging threat
the U.S. and its allies have begun investing in a number of improved capabilities
including regional ballistic missile defenses (BMD), improved ISR, long-ranged
conventional strike, and air base hardening and resiliency. In terms of BMD, the U.S.
and Japan have steadily increased the number of their land- and sea-based missile
interceptors, while improving their joint early-warning network of radars and satellite
sensors for detecting missiles launches. 63 The U.S. military has also begun to develop
advanced electronic-warfare capabilities for defeating the unique targeting and guidance
features on Chinese warheads. 64 Meanwhile, Taiwan has invested in the world’s most
comprehensive capacity for resisting missile attacks. This includes an integrated
network of sophisticated U.S.-developed radars, missile interceptors, and hardened
underground bunker facilities.
To gain a better picture of the battle space, the U.S. and Japan are improving their
respective ISR capabilities for military space, along with their signals intelligence
(SIGINT) infrastructures. They are also investing in a greater number of submarines,
aircraft, and UAVs capable of conducting offshore intelligence gathering missions. Both
the U.S. and Japanese militaries are also investing more into cyber warfare capabilities
that will allow them to study (and perhaps counter) the networks supporting China’s
reconnaissance and strike systems. For its part, Taiwan is acquiring a number of
improved ISR platforms from the United States, such as long-ranged maritime patrol
aircraft and advanced radars. It also appears to be continuing investments into a robust
on-the-ground network of human intelligence collectors in China. 65
Recognizing that the best defense against missiles is a good counterstrike capability, the
U.S. and its allies are also responding to China’s build-up with their own long-range
strike capabilities. The U.S. Air Force is placing its F-22 fighter and B-2 bomber aircraft
on “familiarization” rotations through forward operating locations in the Western
Pacific, while also investing in extended range air-launched cruise missiles. The Air
Force is also upgrading its legacy bomber fleet, while investing in the development of a
next generation bomber. 66 The U.S. Navy is upgrading its submarine presence, most
notably its modified Ohio-class guided missile submarines that are capable of carrying
over 150 tactical Tomahawk land-attack missiles. 67 The Navy is also gradually increasing
the number of cruisers and destroyers it has in the region that are capable of launching
land-attack cruise missiles with ranges exceeding 1000 nautical miles. 68 It is also
developing a low observable (stealth) UAV for conducting long-range surveillance-strike
missions from aircraft carriers. 69
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Japan currently does not have any units dedicated to conventional strike missions
against land targets. However, the Japanese Air Self Defense Force (JASDF) plans to
acquire the F-35 Joint Strike Fighter, a move that would give it an inherent strike
capability. Moreover, Japan is exploring options for a sea-based missile deterrent, and
the long-term development of land-based missiles. Taiwan is also pursuing the
development of ballistic missile technology, and the Republic of China (ROC) Army has
begun the deployment of a fairly large number of land-attack cruise missiles and guided
rockets capable of conducting retaliatory strikes against targets within China. 70
Likewise, the ROC Air Force is increasing the number of its fighter aircraft units capable
of engaging in conventional strike missions. 71
To undercut China’s growing ability to attack U.S. airbases in the Western Pacific, the
U.S. Air Force has begun to invest in the hardening of key installations in Guam and
Okinawa, while increasing its dispersal and rapid-recovery capabilities. 72 However,
Japan has not yet begun to improve the resiliency at its air bases, although the large
number of alternate runways available to it at dual-use airports provides the JASDF and
the U.S. Air Force with an inherently robust capacity for dispersal. 73 In terms of
resiliency, both the U.S. and Japan have much to learn from Taiwan, which has invested
tremendous resources into constructing the world’s most advanced network of aircraft
shelters, rapid runway repair units, and hardened air bases. 74 Most notably, Taiwan has
at least two large mountain facilities on its East Coast that are capable of protecting
hundreds of fighter aircraft behind thick blast doors in the event of an attack. 75 In an
emergency, Taiwan also can take-off and land a limited number of its fighter aircraft
from sections of its national expressway system. 76
However, most of the countermeasures the U.S. and its allies are taking in reaction to
China’s projectile-centric strategy are not sufficient, and many are not going to be
sustainable if budget pressures continue. There is much more that needs to be done to
assure that the U.S. will remain capable of projecting power into the Western Pacific in
the face of China’s offensive strike capabilities. For example, the BMD interceptors
currently being deployed are unable to engage China’s advanced missile systems with
acceptable probabilities of success. 77 They are also prohibitively expensive to purchase
in large quantities, something that limits their role to serving less as a shield and more
as a capability to “thin the herd” during missile raids. 78 Likewise, nearly all of the ISR
assets being fielded are vulnerable to Chinese capabilities designed for kinetic attacks,
jamming, and other forms of electro-magnetic interference. 79 And both budgetary and
political obstacles will have to be overcome before the U.S. and its allies have acquired
sufficient conventional strike capabilities to clearly tilt the power projection balance
back into their favor. There are also significant hurdles that will have to be overcome
before the American and Japanese air forces are able to meet the high standard set by
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Taiwan in the area of base hardening and resiliency. In the interim, they will remain
vulnerable to potentially devastating attacks.
To be successful over the coming years the U.S., Japan and Taiwan will have to find
innovative ways to undercut the advantages China has in terms of theater geography,
financial asymmetries, and international law. This will require that they work together
and individually to rethink geography, invest smartly, and fill gaps in international law
through shrewd diplomacy. Many promising countermeasures are being explored, but
more challenges remain. Ultimately, only by changing PLA cost-benefit analyses can the
U.S. and its allies alter incentives for China to continue its destabilizing build-up.

Implications and Recommendations
If current trends continue, it is likely that U.S. and allied military superiority will erode
and the Asia-Pacific region will become increasingly unstable as multiple security
dilemmas currently simmering beneath the surface begin to boil over. The overall
benign security environment that the Asia-Pacific region has enjoyed for the better part
of sixty years has been foundational to its economic growth and rising levels of
prosperity. This environment was directly enabled by American military superiority and
its strong network of regional alliances and security partnerships. If the U.S. is going to
continue serving as the guarantor of regional security, it will need to match its rhetorical
“rebalance to Asia” with a large number of substantive actions and investments that
have yet to be realized. Recognizing that the U.S. will require many more years to fully
recover from the effects of two long wars and a great recession, America’s allies will also
need to do more to contribute to security in their neighborhood.
For its part, there is little evidence to suggest that China is an aspiring global military
superpower. Indeed, China suffers from a large number of internal weaknesses that
could limit its ability even to become a regional hegemon. Nonetheless, the military
modernization program being undertaken by the PLA is changing the security dynamics
in the Asia-Pacific. The choice of a projectile-centric strategy for projecting power makes
the PLA an inherently offensive force, and one that risks causing an accidental war with
rapid escalation and devastating effects in a crisis. Countermeasures must be taken by
the U.S. and its allies to balance against the PLA’s modernization program to maintain
conventional war fighting superiority. The other alternative could be to see region
devolve into nuclear missile racing.
What follows is a list of recommendations for decision-makers to consider. These
recommendations are not exhaustive, but are intended to provide a sample of the
potential countermeasures the United States and its allies Japan and Taiwan,
individually and jointly, can take to inject a new energy into their respective alliances
and partnerships to improve the deteriorating regional security dynamic.
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For National Policymakers:
•

•

•

•

•

•

At the strategic level, national leaders in Washington, Tokyo and Taipei need to
recognize the destabilizing nature of China’s military strategy in the Asia-Pacific
and seek a mix of political and military means to counter it.
Politically, China should be condemned at the United Nations and other
international forums for developing large numbers of nuclear capable delivery
vehicles and other offensive weapons. The U.S., the E.U., Russia, Japan, India,
Australia, South Korea, Israel and many other key U.N. members all have clear
strategic imperatives for pushing China to join a global INF treaty.
Until China verifiably dismantles its theater missiles and support infrastructures,
the U.S. and Russia will have a strong case for suspending their INF Treaty
obligations. As both the U.S. and Russia learned some three decades ago, arms
control treaties are only possible when all sides have leverage.
More broadly, Washington needs a long-term strategy for maintaining its
leadership in the Asia-Pacific. Elevating the currently diminished role of regional
allies and partners in the rhetorical rebalance to Asia is the single most powerful
means available for achieving this goal. In particular, increased support for
Taiwan and Japan would bolster American credibility with the many regional
allies and partners who are eager to see a stronger U.S. commitment to the AsiaPacific.
In terms of national defense, policymakers should make clear that the number
one priority of their militaries is to deter a conflict with China and, failing that, to
be able to fight the PLA alongside allies and win a conventional war. Controlling
escalation demands a powerful conventional deterrent.
Moreover, national leaders must stop calibrating their actions according to
China’s definition of what is provocative. Balancing and hedging activities,
including the implementation of AirSea Battle and theater BMD, will by
definition be seen as provocative in Beijing. Deterrence is founded upon such
defensive activities, and it is vital that they be fully implemented according to
honest assessments of China’s military threat.
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For Military Leaders:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The U.S. and Japan have an urgent need for hardened and resilient air bases, and
would stand to benefit from cooperation with Taiwan in this area. Current
investments favor the development of highly expensive missile interceptors over
“passive” defenses such as aircraft shelters, rapid runway repair kits, decoys, and
other such measures. This is not a financially sustainable policy, and the proper
balance needs to be found between active and passive defenses.
Long range counterstrike capabilities will be critical for deterring and defeating
China’s projectile threat. The number of U.S. and allied fighter and bomber
platforms capable of engaging the PLA’s launch vehicles should be bolstered by
conventionally armed theater missiles. If deployed, American, Japanese and
Taiwanese theater missiles would also give their respective political leaders
greater leverage in future arms control negotiations with China.
Manpower costs in the U.S. and declining population growth in Japan and
Taiwan necessitate greater investments into military robotics. China’s IADS and
UGF networks also argue for heavy investments into unmanned systems for ISR
and strike missions against military targets within the PRC.
In tandem with theater missiles and unmanned platforms, the U.S. and its allies
should develop counter ISR capabilities, such as anti-satellite and cyber-attack
weapons, for “blinding” the sensors and automated data processing systems that
provide the PLA’s missiles with mission-critical targeting and guidance
information.
Looking ahead, submarines and stealth aircraft are the only currently deployed
platforms that would be able to continuously operate in a Chinese A2AD
environment. As such, they should be prioritized when service leaders in U.S. and
allied navies and air forces are considering painful trade-offs resulting from
constrained defense budgets.
Likewise, allied army and marine corps leaders should promote the innovative
use of vertical and/or short take-off and landing (V/STOL) platforms for
operating in A2AD environments. They should also push for investments into
surface-to-surface missiles and guided rockets to assure that they are able to
contribute to future strike missions.

____________________________________________________________
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